
Time Tracking for 
Client Work



“ Whether you’re working for 
hourly rates or for a flat 
rate, you need to keep 
track of your time. You will 
need to send a bill to your 
client for your work. 
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Hourly Rates

You will need to identify your minimum hourly rate before beginning to work on 
the project. 

How to identify your hourly rate: 

1. Calculate your predicted expenses for this project.
▫ This can include software or service expenses, office equipment, rent, 

telephone bills, etc. 
2. Calculate the average amount of time a project like the one you’re going to be 

working on might take.
a. Look at your billable hours from previous projects to calculate an average. 

3. Divide the total amount you would like to make by the amount of time you’re 
most likely going to spend on the project to get your hourly rate.

a. This should also include your predicted expenses.

( Link to Article Here ) 3

https://jenniferbourn.com/calculate-freelance-hourly-rate/


Your time is valuable, so get 
compensated accordingly. 



Flat Rates

Flat rates can be a good option so that both you and your client know exactly 
how much your work will cost from the start. 

Flat rates are not a good option if the scope of the project changes because 
you will still get compensated for the total negotiated amount but complete 
more work on the project.

Examples of how a flat rate works: 

- A flat rate project with a $2,000 budget and 100 billable hours means 
that you are being compensated at a rate of $20 per hour. 

- A flat rate project with a $2,000 budget and 25 billable hours means that 
you you are being compensated at a rate of $80 per hour. 
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Determining Flat Rates 

How to identify your flat rate: 
1. You need to know your hourly rate first.

a. Make sure this includes the estimated expenses for the project.
2. Estimate how long the project will take you to complete. 

a. Base this off of your previously completed projects.
3. Use your hourly rate and multiply it by the estimated amount of time that 

the project will take to be completed, this will give you your flat rate for the 
project.

Adjust your rates as necessary as you complete more projects to make sure that you 
are continuing to quote properly. 

( Link to Article Here )
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https://www.lifewire.com/determine-a-flat-rate-on-projects-1697440


Some things to keep in mind when 
determining your rates: 

1. The type of work. 

a. Understand what deliverables are considered more 
valuable for the client, those might be worth more than 
the hours needed to complete the work. 

2. The reproduction of your work.

a. How many times will your work be printed or used? 

3. The intended use of the work. 

a. An illustration for a highly trafficked website is worth 
more to a client than one that appears only in the 
employee newsletter. 
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Time tracking is crucial. 



How to Track Your Time
If you’re not working for a salary, time tracking is necessary to ensure that you’re compensated 
properly for your work. 

Four Easy Steps to Time Tracking: 

1. Keep it simple. 
a. Use an easy time tracking system so you will be more likely to use it effectively. 

2. Make it visually appealing. 
a. We all know that you are more likely to use something that has an attractive design. 

3. Include the team. 
a. If you’re working with other people on a project, make sure that you are all tracking your 

time together so that everyone is compensated accordingly. 
4. Use an online tool. 

a. If you aren’t one to keep up with an Excel sheet or a Word document, then a simple online 
time tracking tool is right for you. 
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https://www.workfront.com/blog/time-tracking-for-creative-teams-four-ways-to-do-it-successfully


“ It is important to feel 
confident in charging 
what you are worth.
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Time Tracking Tools 
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1. Toggl - an online time tracker that also has a 
desktop app.

2. Harvest Time Tracking - an online webpage that also 
has a mobile app.

3. Excel Spreadsheet/Word Document Chart - traditional 
but not the best route for time and energy. 



Harvest Time Tracking 
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Harvest Time Tracking 
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Harvest Time Tracking - Creating Estimates
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Harvest Time Tracking - Adding Time Entries with Descriptions
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Invoices

An invoice is a document you issue to your client to break down 
your costs and your work so that they can pay you. 

-

It is important to keep your time tracking organized for your 
client to review. 

-

You should also create descriptions that explain what you’re 
working on during each time you have tracked. This will also 
help when you send invoices to your client. 
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Harvest Time Tracking - Creating Invoices & Getting Paid
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Links to Additional 
Resources:
▪ The 'Flow' State: Where creative work thrives 

▪ Implementing Creative Friendly Time Tracking

▪ 3 Tips for Creative Agency Time Tracking 

▪ Harvest Time Tracking

http://www.bbc.com/capital/story/20190204-how-to-find-your-flow-state-to-be-peak-creative
https://www.cellaconsulting.com/blog/implementing-creative-friendly-time-tracking/
https://functionpoint.com/blog/3-reasons-and-3-tips-for-creative-agency-time-tracking
https://www.getharvest.com/harvest-time-tracking?chan=Google&device=c&kw=harvest%20time%20tracking&loc=9006458&camp=258020009&adgr=17736736889&gclid=Cj0KCQiA14TjBRD_ARIsAOCmO9a-zQIcq_H75zCpnoRzoJSC0h6STrKx_xiR2dg2fdGuRP5RlSuIH5MaAhY2EALw_wcB

